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ABSTRACT 

Increase in enrolment of learners at the different levels of the educational system and particulark In the sovth-western 
universities motivates this paper. 

e stretched facllitles, Infrastructure, poor funding and attitude of stressed teachers to adoption of new technologies affect 
alify feachlng and thus demand the attention of lnstructlonal designers. It 1s felt that the appllcation of modern 

nologles in teachlng and learning, especially the lnteracfive lnstructlonal design packages as used In the (Kf2 school 
otion) would lead to qualify teaching; It was suggested that teachers' be encouraged to explore the potentials found 
lnformatlon communication technologles (lCTs). 

[: 32: INTRODUCTION 

01th of any nation's education revolves around the 

quality of education that teachers have.(Kochiar 1978 in 

eyanju, 2005) The more educated the teacher, the 

'' ' 'better for capacity building of a nation. 

ined teacher Involves systematic analysis of 

problem, designing, implementing and evaluating 

to the problem of teaching and learning. For a 

to be able to solve problems, helshe has to apply 

gy. These involve the teachers' ordering of ideas 

know how and ordering of things (technology) 

t imply know how. The teacher has to be given the 

needed training that will enable himlher to meet the 

ired objectives. (Faborode, 2005) 

e past, teachers served as controllers and repositories 

owledge. The teacher was in the position of adviser to 

and rulers on issues that affected the 

ity. He was a disciplinarian, and moralist. The 

as respected and the society looked up to him 

- ,  for leadership in most cases. The teacher of the traditional 

past had rudimentary local technologies for imparting 

to learners. He made use of prints, workbooks, 

, trainers' guide, textbooks; journals; 

e local environment and he also used 

simulation In hlslher teaching. 

In essence, teachers are aware that they must evoke 

curiosity In learners, encourage exploration, and make 

learners participate actively in experimentation. The 

teacher Is usually in a position, to advance and assist the 

society's growth with knowledge. 

In this paper, technologles Imply any practical art that 

utilizes scientific knowledge with the object of Improving 

and positively enhancing teaching and learning 

condition. 

Training of the teacher and Quality delivery. 

In the lndustrialised and developing countries of the 

world, education Is seen as the largest enterprise. The 

dynamism of education, and the efforts required to meet 

the emerging needs and proffering solutions are added 

problems. The teacher's challenges as a result therefore 

include hisfher tralnlng and the task to be performed. 

While undergoing the training proiramme they have to 

read courses that would provide in depth knowledge of 

specific discipline. They receive training in psychology of 

human learning, child study, philosophy, management, 

history of education, etc. They must acquire skillsin the use 

of methods and media,.and get supervised in school and 

practical exposure Is also provided to them. The teacher 
, manipulative games that include folk songs, miming and has to develop the skill of writing lesson notes and 
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cultivate positive attitude to the teaching profession. At explosion In student enrolment implies that teachers 

the end of the training, they take examinations that qualify need to be given the needed sklll to cope with the 

them to teach depending on the level of the studies. teaching of large class, The skill required involves new 

Teacher preparation is therefore considered as very technologies. 

involving, especially when the teacher is being held The table 1 Shows thegrowing rateof universityadmission. 

responsible for building the nation by Impacting quality Table 1 : Increase in university applicants. 

knowledge to learners of different ability groups. They 

spend between three and five years in teacher training 

institution to equip self with the rudimentary knowledge 

and pedagogies of teaching. Teacher quality would 

include training and delivery techniques. 

Nigeria, like some other countries of the world with high 

population density has about 120 million people, (Unesco 

1977). Nigeria has 75 universities; 26.federa1, 26 states 

and 23 privately owned, in addition to the universities are 

84 colleges of education and polytechnics. There are 

about 25,000 teachers in the universities. The enrolment 

of learners has also been growing. There were about 2000 

undergraduate students in 1962, this figure has 

geometrically risen to over 700,000 in 2004 (Okebukola 

2004). However, in the last ten years, less than 10% of the 

26% of the Unesco's recommended budgetry allocation 

source: Joint Admission Matriculation board (JAMB) 

From the table1 ,32,473 candidates were admitted out of 

the508,280 that qualify for admission In 199516. The figure 

of those admitted in 200314 year doubled the adrnisslon 

of the 199516. With the observed increase, there is need 

for methodologies to give mass education to qualified 

Nigerians seeking for University admissions. 

The figures in the table 2 also show the most patronised 

university in South-Western Nigeria. 

Table 2: Enrolment in South Western Nigerian 
Universities f2003-200411 

% 

6.4 
16.2 
17.3 
11 .O 

13.49 

.- 
has been given to education. 

Admission 

32,473 
76,430 
72,791 
60,718 
65,233 

Years 

1995196 
1996197 
1997198 
200012001 
2003/2004 

With the observed increase in the university enrolment, 

Applications 

508,280 
4721362 
41 9,807 
550,399 
876,024 

albeit poor funding, only the use of new technologies of 

instruction would make delivery easy for the teachers. 

Despite the rigour involved in teacher preparation in 

Nigeria, to qualifyto teach at the university level, demand 

that the candidate has a good class of universitydegree. 

An addition of masters and doctorate degrees in the 

specialised field would yield the desired teacher quality in 

terms of mastery. 

The recent demand for university education in Nigeria 

however has put stress on the teacher, the facility and 

Infrastructure. The problem of providing quality education 
The table 2, shows that Obafeml Awolowo Unlversity, Ile-lfe 

therefore deserves attention. Put simply, the massive 
Is the most subscribed unlversityln thesouth west. 
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; t " 0' Literature 
! i emphasizes the action of the teacher on tests, qulues 

Issue of teacher quality is of central concern to the and assignments given to learners. Other methods by 
' 

educational technologist. This is because the which improved learning can be secured are through 

educational technologist has the duty to analyze an interactive radio instruction, (IRI) that involve the 

Instructional event or system and identity the central broadcasts of lessons Into the classroom, and 

points in the instructional process, and design improvement of teachers through in-ser~i~e training 

the function of the education technologist is to design 1991, and Warwickand Rehers 1989) 

learning systems that are hitch free in terms of It Is observed that lCTs have inbuilt packages that could 

i f -:. communication between the teacher and learner. It is bring about practice, immediate feedback, interactivity, 

1 however the trained1 teacher that implements the and monitoring and evaluation. The challenge that ICT's 
1 

: il: contents of the curriculum. Success of delivery of the policies and it's implementation poses to the developing 

1 :  program rests squarely on the shoulders of teachers that countries are the task of adapting education to 

7:. 1 constitute the teaching force. The empowerment of the Informationage. 

teacher with equipment, tools and skills would enable The needed infrastructure must be made available in 

himlher to meet and as well overcome specific tasks and classrooms. The development and dissemination of 

challengesin the processing of teaching. Teacher quality educational resources, trainlng teachers to use the new 

reflects in the variables 0 s  Obanya (1997) puts it. A technologies; the adoption o f  educational 

teacher Should be educated in the sense of a broad- administration to Information age, and willingness of the 

sense of having in-depth knowledge in 0 given area; using educational software and information network 

. professionally trained, in the sense of internalization of management, arealsoimportant, 

knowledge, skills, attitude and values needed for h pursuit of the ICB policy, ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ,  Ministry of Education 
promoting learning, professionally competent, in the 997, launched the information education 
sense of applying one's skills to really promote learning; infrastructure programme with the aim of carving out a 
and a lover of learning in such a way that Onens Own blue print on information on education for teachers and 
personality Inspires the learner. students in schools. Through the programme, 227,000 

Research on schooling and improved learning have teachers were trained In basic computing techniques in 

shown that there is high ~01reiati0n in some methods used various IT workshops, The Taiwan government invariably 

and school learning. Such mefhods include; practice, has contributed to the adoption of the new technologies 

monitoring and evaluation, feedback, and active pupils by teachers. 

participation. Practice involves self-study, assignments on The white paper on IT for K1 had a target of sponsoring 
. worksheets, homework, small cooperative group work schools with focus on specific on IT. In 

and peer tutoring. Monitoring and evaluation describe addition, it also to develop a new 9year coherent 

, 
the use of quizzes. tests, essays and standardized tests to curriculum for elementory and school integration. 

' 
find out learners' previous knowledge. While feed-back While working on the of teaching materials, it 

.. .. * .  
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planned for 'educitizens' network. (Chan et - al 2001 : Implications of adopting the new technologies 

Young et-al, 2002) The teacher is the communicator and the training that 

Despite the efforts on mass education in Taiwan through he/she needs involve the contemporary information and 

the distance learning mode, Zhu, (1 999) remarks that communication technologies. Conslderlng the welfare of 

teachers don't change their teaching culture, He found teachers, (Akinyemi 2004; Nwaboku, 2003) put it that 

that traditional methods are barrier for effective use of ICT teachers' welfare packages are generally poor. The 

In education. The author also calls for new type of condition under which they work Is poor, which in return 

teaching learning culture. lead to lack In development of self-esteem. The 

The Effects Of ICT In Obaferni Awolowo University conditions under which teachers perform their functions 

The changing role of the perception of education, may not encourage quality teaching as expected. 

demand for education and forces of globalization has The miSSl0n of the Obafeml AWO~OWO UnlverSityat Ile-lfe in 

brought- in the ICT revolution, Knowledge acquisition at Nigeria Is directed at fostering a teaching and karning 

present is the major determinant of economic growth community for Imparting appropriate skills and 

and is made accessible to all, Political, economic, knowledge behavior and attitudes, advance the frontiers 

geographic and educational barriers are getting broken of knowledge that are relevant to national and global 

on a daily basis. The virtual library, virtual teachers all over development, engender a sense of selfless public service 

the world can share knowledge. ICT has therefore made 
' 

and Promote as well as nurture African cultures and 

University education relatively cheaper, whlle access to it traditions, 

Is making learning faster and easier. For Instance, the (ObafemlAwolowoUnlversityCaiender, 2006) 

Obafeml AWO~OWO University at Ile-lfe collaborate and Advantages of The K-5 And I(-1 2 Strategies In School 

share research on information technology and distance Education 

learning with some other universities like the Tuffs University, Some of the experienced problems of school learning 
Boston USA Ond the Nigeria' lhe have been token care of In the design of the K-5 and K- 
patronage O~ IT at the in Ile Ife! include several 1 2, The overcrowded classroom that will not learners 
agencles, companies and Industries, Ministry of 

to participate fully in the lesson, and the teacher in an 
education and students. 

overcrowded classroom that cannot Individualize 

The ICTS Reliant Teachers teaching will benefit from these strategies, interaction will 

Studies on use of ICTS in higher education have shown take place and learners are likely to become interested 

: that a large percentage of academic staff has little sincetheywill beactivelearners. 

experience with computers and computer aided Under this kind of a learning environment, the quality of 

educational PrOCeSSeS (Amaoo,2004]. It is however felt learning is expected to get improved because the K-5, 

that the higher inStitutl0nS of learning Should enCOUrOge and K -1 2 methodologies are seen to take care of the 

the academic staff members to update knowledge lapses, The individualized systems of learning, interactivity 

through resources outside their local environment. The with design packages and motivation have been 

Internet linkage ensure that new knowledge is packaged so that problems of learning, are seen to be 

accessed for useof teachers in thedelivery of instruction. lightened. Other advantages of the new media for ' 

i 
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learning Include quick feedback on performance, 

unbridled access to information through the electronic 

media, information storage systems, quality learning from 

electronic tutorialsand varietyof learning formats. 

Challenges of Teachers 

The new technologies have brought changes to 

classroom teaching, therefore teachers will have to learn 

the new ways of the delivery systems. As Gramdy 

(1 979,Laryea,1984) has observed, new technologies are 

threats to teachers. There will be need to retrain teachers. 

The 21 st century technology revolution that ushered in the 

computers breakthrough may create problems for 

teachers if they refuse to upgrade the self. They would 

eventually become irrelevant as learners fund answers to 

their questions from package design and from surviving 

the internet, 

The NewTechnologies in Use 

Modern technologies, the ICT inclusive, have opened up 

opportunities for e-commerce, print journalism, e- 

mailing and processing of information for all people. Vast 

Navajo used the internet to connect traditionsand culture 

in order to improve the community and this has achieved 

a remarkable success. 

Ron Hubbard's modern methods of teaching and 

learning in Sudan, came up with an impressive finding. 

Hubbard puts it that application of practical procedure 

helped learners to reason with concepts. They were self- 

determined and became confident teachers of new 

skills. This is what the Obafemi Awolowo University at ile Ife is 

currently doing with the new technologies. 

At the Obafemi Awolowo University, in the computer 

center, and educational technology departments and 

some other departments, committed staff and teachers 

are competent In the applications of the new 

technologies. There are evidence of the use of the power 

point presentations, use of graphics and interactive 

packages: virtual teaching and conferenclng have also 

started. This is a change In the new direction. 

However, much need to be done in terms of sustainability. 

Like it is experienced in the developing countries, a lot of 

the success of the applications of the new technologies 

as mentioned earlier depends on the teacher. The 

determination of the Federal Government of Nigeria to 

give mass education through modern technologies Is 

however being threatened by electricitysupply. 

As observed, most commercial provider of the modern 

technologyfacilities, especlallye-mailing have to use the 

Industrial generator to solve the embarrassing problem of 

erratic supply of light. - The problem of electricity not 

withstanding, a large percentage of the universities of the 

South West In Nigeria now invests heavily in ICT for 

instructional purposes. 

Conclusion 

In the developing countries of the world, Africa especially 

and in Nigeria to be preclse, teachersare poor. In order to 

Improve their skills and using new technological 

applications for instructing learners, the Federal and State 

Governments have to make provisions for the 

Infrastructure, facilities and the hardwarelsoftware 

materials. Teacher should be compensated for the 

adoption of the new technologies because success of its 

application rests on them. At the Obafemi Awolowo 

University, Ile-ife Nigeria, all the thirteen faculties have 

been connected to the internet. However, not all the staff 

has personal computers. As a way of giving Incentives, 

staff could take loans to have their personal Pcs. 

Series of tralning workshops for staff are still going on in the 

university computer centre for free. In order to ensure that 

the mass of students can effectively use the computer, 

courses on computer titled, "Computer Appreciation", 

and "Computer Appllcatlons" have been made 

compulsory for all the students. 
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Since the federal government of Nigeria is making it Service Teacher Preparation In Ghana. Unpublished 

compulsory for all undergraduate students, and workers in Doctoral Dissertation, Michigan StateUniversity. 

fhe Ministrles to be computer literate, teacher's in the Nwaboku, C,N (2005) Teacher, The Answer is Blowing In 

hlgher institution must be challenged to adopt the new the Wind. Unpublished 20th Inaugural Lecture, 

technologies for instructional purposes. 
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